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HUMANITIES - GEOGRAPHY
Geographical Skills and Knowledge Study: France - Geographical European Country Study - understanding geographical similarities
and differences through studying the human and physical geography. Comparison of France and UK including physical geography
(mountain ranges, rivers and climate), human geography (population, settlement, historical / cultural features, economy). Comparison
of north vs south France and Parisian and London landmarks. In-depth study of Paris in preparation for a residential trip in summer
term.

ENGLISH
Key texts: World Book Day - The Midnight Fair by Gideon Sterer, World Speech Day, Rooftoppers by Katherine
Rundell.
Outcomes: Fictional narrative (to entertain), Speech (to persuade), diary entries (to recount/entertain) and action
scene (to entertain)

MATHS
Ratio and Proportion: Recognise ratio as the relationship between two quantities. Solve problems using ratio, scale factors and shapes. Relate percentages to
angles within a pie chart. Solve problems involving calculation of percentage. Use percentages for comparison. Solve problems using unequal sharing and
grouping. Algebra: Use simple formulae in place of numbers in contexts already familiar. Statistics: Interpret & construct pie charts and line graphs. Calculate
& interpret mean.

SCIENCE
Light - recognise it appears to travel in straight lines and explain that objects are seen because they give out or reflect light into the eye. Explain that we see
things because light travels from light sources to our eyes or from light sources to objects and then to our eyes. Shadows.

COMPUTING - Data and information – Spreadsheets, inputting data, using formula, create a spreadsheet to plan an event.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION: Belief, Resilience, Achieve - Develop flexibility, strength, technique, control and balance. Compare performances demonstrate
improvement. Navigate, Orienteer, Adventure - Communicate, collaborate and compete with each other. Take part in outdoor and adventurous activity
challenges both individually and in a team. Compete, Success, Defeat - Technique and control. Evaluate and recognise success - with Arsenal coach.

RE - Concept – Laws Christianity: Jesus the Lawbreaker.

PSHE - Online Safety - Identify different tactics someone might use to manipulate another person online. Explain what to do if someone tries to pressure or
manipulate them To begin to identify risks and risky behaviour Lifting Limits - how to challenge gender stereotypes.

ART & DESIGN and DESIGN TECHNOLOGY:
Art: Painting  Artist: Monet impressionism  Use colour effectively to show mood and to mix, match and show tints, tone and shade

MUSIC: The Blues - compose, play and notate a 12-bar blues head.


